Mains utterly indefinite; but, nevertheless, we are enabled to draw, from the data already known, the summed at 1853 years ago." according to Bailly.
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To Correspondents.

For an announcement concerning the next number of this paper we are authorized to express the thanks of the Board of Managers.

A Curious Skeptic.

The "thoroughly skeptical" position which paper over the literary literature of the Galilean has sometimes been assumed, by filling up the blank of Spiritualism against the wall. For, that his convictions are so "thoroughly skeptical," and that he cannot be convinced of the truth of Spiritualism against his will-For, that his convictions are at self-conceit which he so frequently exhibits, his ing, therefore, being founded upon false premises, sanity asserts that "the modern in a proper "condition"? Can a singer vocalize if his voice is not in "condition" for it? How nature operates without "conditions"? Is it not possible to investigate and report upon the cause of the festation at Stockton) will not be repeated in the presence of the Fox girls, has never yet reported, necessary than otherwise, to insure success in dis objects to any person acting on her committees. Bigots, of course, are and should be excluded; not Foye dared—yes, out of the examination a thorough-going Spiritu-...
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Christmas Festival of the Progressive Lyceum.

The friends of the Progressive Lyceum are respectfully invited to attend our Christmas festival, on Monday, December 23d, from 7 to 9 o'clock, at the State Street Hall, which is especially arranged for the occasion. The festival will consist of tableaux, declamation, song, and recitation, by the children under the instruction of the teachers of the lyceum, and by the children of the families of the members. All the members of the lyceum are requested to be present, to encourage the children in this interesting exercise.

The festival will commence with the performance of a tableau, by the children of the lyceum, under the instruction of Miss Carse, and will be followed by declamation, song, and recitations, by the children of the families of the members, and by the members of the lyceum. The festival will be closed with a prayer, by Mr. A. H. B. H. H., and a song, by the children of the lyceum, under the instruction of Miss Carse.
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